Freedom of the Press – Two Concepts

Within Western democracies there exists a well-established agreement on the importance of
a free press, which ﬁgures prominently in their constitutions since the nineteenth century.
However, disagreement emerged as soon as the limits of this freedom had to be deﬁned. As
much as everyone agreed on the necessity of having limits, there seemed to be no accord on
where these limits should be. The history of freedom of the press is a history of the debates
on the limits and borders of a free press.[1]
There is no “original meaning of freedom of the press,”[2] a formula which is often used in
order to give weight to an argument. Our modern understanding of freedom of the press is
the result of diﬀerent historic developments and philosophical ideas from the nineteenth
century, which explain the diﬀerent limits for a free press in the twenty-ﬁrst century.
In the western world, the two main reasons for limiting freedom of the press are defending
state interests and/or personal rights. There is a stronger emphasis in the Anglo-American
world towards limiting the free press for reasons of state security than in the Federal
Republic of Germany and vice versa when personal rights where are involved. In the ﬁrst
decades after the war, these diﬀerences did not play an important role as long the Cold War
had a unifying impact on western societies, but with the end of the Cold War diﬀerences
became apparent. The diﬀerent perceptions on the limits of a free press were the result of
two arguments used in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries for justifying a free press
combined with a diﬀerent historical context. By tracing the debate in the English-speaking
world and in Germany, these two diﬀerent arguments will become visible.
In 1644 the debate for freedom of expression started in modern times thanks to John Milton’s
Areopagitica, where he still argued about God in order to justify his quest for freedom. With
the enlightenment God lost his unifying role for society and could no longer serve as
justiﬁcation. Two arguments were brought then forward to justify freedom of the press: One
by the continental movement of the enlightenment; the other from within the movement of
utilitarianism, and most inﬂuentially by John Stuart Mill. Both underlined the importance of
truth; however, they diﬀered in their understanding on what truth was good for. This
diﬀerence in their arguments had a lasting impact on the debate of the limits of freedom of
the press.
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Freedom of speech and its limits
Formally the argument for free speech or free press[3] has been the same since John Milton’s
time. Freedom was seen as a necessary means of realizing an aim for which wide social
acceptance existed. Milton needed to justify his quest for freedom of expression with an
argument understandable to his contemporaries and for a man of the seventeenth century
only God provided the basis for this argument. It was Milton´s challenge to connect freedom
of expression to God. He did it in two ways. Firstly, in a purely rhetorical way, he linked
censorship to the Catholic Church, reminding his reader that it was their invention and
therefore unworthy of a country such as England.[4] This argument sounded convincing in a
society where he could be sure that the Catholic Church was seen as an enemy. In his second
more sophisticated argument, he linked truth to God: “Truth is strong, next to the
Almighty”[5] and argued that it is our duty to God to seek truth.[6]
A large part of his argument was dedicated to demonstrating that freedom of expression was
necessary to searching for truth. The role of freedom as a means for reaching a higher aim
became evident when he set its limits. Freedom, he pointed out, was not intended for
“popery, and open superstition”[7]. In other words, as the Catholic Church could not, for
Milton, contribute towards truth-ﬁnding, they had no right to publicity. For him, the Catholic
Church, described as the most “anti-Christian”[8] institution, was by deﬁnition excluded from
enjoying any freedom of expression.
More broadly, however, Milton outlined with this text the construction of the argument for a
free press. In the eighteenth and nineteenth century the argument was the same; only God
needed to be replaced with something else.

The English way
When Milton wrote Areopagitica, the newspaper had just been invented and it was not so
much the journalist – a profession which did not exist in his time – whose freedom he had in
mind, but more the righteous intellectual like himself. It was only in the nineteenth century
that the newspaper became mass media and the debate on freedom of expression was led
under the headline of freedom of the press. The newspaper could hardly be linked to the
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promotion of God’s truth and, due to the enlightenment, God as an ultimate justiﬁcation
could no more be taken for granted. The argument that Milton had brought forward needed
therefore to be adapted to the changing times.
James Mill is a good example on how to do so, by replacing God with the social goals of
utilitarianism. As a good friend of Jeremy Bentham, he believed utilitarianism would provide
the ultimate fundament for society. In his 1823 essay Liberty of the Press he appealed ﬁrst of
all to common sense, such that everyone must be convinced that a society based on moral
principles would achieve the highest happiness for all, which is the crucial criterion of
utilitarian ethics. He needed to emphasize this since, unlike Milton, he had to justify the aim
that he was striving for, whereas Milton, as a religious man of his time, was able to take God
for granted.
However, just like Milton, he had to connect freedom of the press to the best possible society:

We may then ask, if there are any possible means by which the people can
make a good choice, besides the liberty of the press? The very foundation of a
good choice is knowledge. The fuller and more perfect the knowledge, the
better the chance, where all sinister interest is absent, of a good choice. How
can the people receive the most perfect knowledge relative to the characters of
those who present themselves to their choice, but by information conveyed
freely, and without reserve, from one to another? There is another use of the
freedom of the press, no less deserving the most profound attention, that of
making known the conduct of the individuals who have been chosen. This latter
service is of so much importance, that upon it the whole value of the former
depends.[9]

James Mill – like Milton before him – saw a link between knowledge and freedom. The results
of the last Pisa survey seemed not to suggest this, though. The diﬀerence vis-à-vis Milton
consists in knowledge no longer serving God but allowing the creation of the ideal
society.[10] An ideal society being for him a moral society and the freedom of the press
promoting morality, since the individual would be scared that his sinful ways could be
exposed to the public[11]:
Everybody believes and proclaims, that the universal practice of the moral
virtues would ensure the highest measure of human happiness; no one doubts
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that the misery which, to so deplorable a degree, overspreads the globe, while
men injure men, and instead of helping and beneﬁting, supplant, defraud,
mislead, pillage, and oppress, one another, would thus be nearly exterminated,
and something better than the dreams of the golden age would be realized
upon earth. Toward the attainment of this most desirable state of things,
nothing in the world is capable of contributing so much as the full exercise of
truth upon all immoral actions.[12]

In his argument he could no longer refer to religious authority; he had to refer instead to the
intellectual authorities of his time in order to strengthen his position.[13] Like Milton, the aim
he strived for deﬁned the limits of the freedom:
It will be said, however, that though all opinions may be delivered, and the
grounds of them stated, it must be done in calm and gentle language.
Vehement expressions, all words and phrases calculated to inﬂame, may justly
be regarded as indecent, because they have a tendency rather to pervert than
rectify the judgment.[14]

His argument sounds in the twenty-ﬁrst century rather weak since it might provide reason for
censorship instead for a free press. Any front-page of the yellow press might fail James Mill’s
criteria for decency.
It was left to his son John Stuart Mill to provide the argument with the biggest impact to the
debate. Without the moral tone of his father argued for the necessity of a free press in order
to create the best possible society. And his text On Liberty provided the printing press with
the argument against “stamp duty” and censorship:
If the opinion is right, they are deprived of the opportunity of exchanging error
for truth: if wrong, they lose, what is almost as great a beneﬁt, the clearer
perception and livelier impression of truth, produced by its collision with error.

The printing press in England got with Mill a moral justiﬁcation for their business. And they
needed it, since the reputation of the journalist in the beginning of the nineteenth century
was rather low seen as a “greedy adventurer”. With Mill they could claim an important social
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role in the society. By promoting the idea that the media was the fourth estate, a watchdog
for the public interest and a speaker of public opinion a remarkable change occurred in the
nineteenth century in England – the once distrusted media became an important and
recognized player in society. Of course Mill himself was interested in it, since he saw the
media also as a tool to promote his ideas as George Boyce concluded: “Like many political
philosophers, the Utilitarians directed their ideas to a practical aim; and not only did they
provide the press with an ideology but they also had contacts with the press which enabled
them to advance their principles.”[15]
Even when it was obvious that the development and use of the freedom was not conducted in
“calm and gentle language” as his father James had thought “the myth of the Forth estate
continued to prosper” [16].

The struggle in Germany
The debate in Germany diﬀered for a number of reasons: ﬁrst of all Utilitarianism was never a
strong philosophical or political movement in Germany. Mill wanted to reform English society
with his liberal ideas, while Hegel left this to the Weltgeist. Nietzsche made it clear what he
thought of a philosophy striving for happiness: “Man does not strive for pleasure; only the
Englishman does.”[17]
Also early German contributions to the debate of press freedom were emerging from the
Romantic Movement, and as in the case of Ludwig Börne, had little practical impact:
Public opinion is not the friend of the established order of the bourgeois society,
and that makes the freedom of speech all the more necessary. Public opinion is
a lake, which, if you curb him and put stays as long rises until he falls foaming
over his place, ﬂooded the land and sweeps everything away by itself. But
where he is given an unimpeded run because it breaks up into a thousand
streams varied speech and writing, which, peaceful ﬂowing through the land,
irrigate and fertilize it . The governments that suppress freedom of speech,
because the truths they spread, they are annoying, make it as little children,
which shut the eyes to be seen. Fruitless eﬀorts! Where the Living Word is
feared, since the death of the troubled soul will not bring peace. The ghost of
the murdered thoughts frighten the suspicious prosecutor who slew them, no
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less than this even done in life. The free ﬂow of public opinion, whose waves
are the days writings , is the German Rubicon on which bore the lust for power
and might ponder whether they pass him and take the expensive country and
the world with him in bloody mess , or whether they themselves to defeat and
stick out.[18]

Even if it is beautifully written, the Weltgeist didn’t think Germany ready for it. When social
reformers such as Karl Marx and Ferdinand Lassalle, in the middle of the nineteenth century,
had ﬁnally an impact on society, it was not possible to integrate their ideas into a common
struggle for freedom of the press as was the case in England.
In England Mill’s ideas could be integrated and taken up by the media as the Utilitarians
provided the press with the arguments needed for claiming their role as the fourth estate. In
Germany social reformers positioned themselves in opposition to the press and provided the
press with arguments to reject their ideas. Ferdinand Lassalle, one of the founders of the
workers’ movement in Germany, claimed: “Our main enemy, the main enemy of the healthy
development of the German spirit and the German people, is the press nowadays. (…) Its
mendacity, their depravity, their immorality is only outbid by nothing other than perhaps by
its ignorance. “[19]
Calling the work of the journalist “prostitution of the spirit”[20] might not have helped
improve his standing in the media world. So when Lassalle like Mill called for a free press, the
publishing houses were as much on the alert as the government, since he saw not only state
interference as a problem, but he questioned also the impact of business interests on
freedom of the press: “If someone wants to make money, he may fabricate cotton or cloth or
play on the stock market. But that for the sake of ﬁlthy gain one is ready to poisoning all the
fountains of the spirit of the people and serves the people their spiritual death daily from a
thousand tubes – it is the highest crime I can imagine.” [21]
He wished to free the press from advertisements, since he saw in the economic strength of
the media an obstacle to its freedom. Lassalle was therefore in line with Karl Marx, who
defended freedom of the press in his early writings, underlying that “that the ﬁrst freedom of
the press is not being a business. The writer which degrades it to a material mean deserves
as a punishment for this inner lack of freedom also the outer lack of freedom, the
censor.”[22] The publisher of the nineteenth century who turned printing into an enterprise
could not have taken Börne, Marx or Lassalle on board in their struggle for a free press.
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Kant’s heritage
There is however one German philosopher who has had a lasting impact on the debate and
on the perception of freedom of the press in Germany: Immanuel Kant. Kant’s argument
diﬀers fundamentally from John Stuart Mill’s. Mill is interested in negative freedom, which
means absence of regulation to ensure the best possible society; while Kant’s concern is
positive freedom,[23] having an enlightened individual able to accept laws made through
rational choice. Therefore Kant called for the Enlightenment so that “Man’s emergence from
his self-incurred immaturity” could occur[24]. For Kant this immaturity kept man unfree. In
order to achieve enlightenment, Kant asked for the free use of reason: “And the freedom in
question is the most innocuous form of all freedom to make public use of one’s reason in all
matters.”[25] However, Kant’s practical suggestion to allow “public use of one’s reason” is a
means; the liberated self is the aim. The debate in the Mittwochsgesellschaft – one of the
most important German societies in the eighteenth century that promoted enlightenment –
showed this when one of the members concluded: “I believe completely unlimited press
freedom would surely be misused, most by the unenlightened, and it cannot therefore be a
means of enlightenment.”[26] The members of the society wanted to promote enlightenment
and the debate about freedom of the press centered on the question of the extent to which
freedom of press might be a means to achieve it.
When, after the ﬁrst World War, the Weimar republic created its ﬁrst democratic constitution,
freedom of the press was included; however, as Jürgen Wilke remarked: “In this respect, one
can say that although the idea of freedom of expression as a human right entered the
Weimar Constitution, but not its traditional utilitarian justiﬁcation.”[27]
After the Second World War and its dramatic experiences, the Kantian categorical imperative
to treat man “never merely as a means to an end, but always at the same time as an end”
did materialize by having the “dignity of man” as the ﬁrst article of the German Basic Law. In
a study by Katja Stamm concerning the judgments of the highest courts in Germany, she
pointed out that of course press freedom was recognized as a necessity for a functional
democratic society, but it also emphasized this Kantian heritage in seeing the value “freedom
of expression for the individual development of the personality.”[28]
There is the explanation for German judges limiting freedom of the press when it threatened
dignity e.g. as in the case of hate-speech, while for example in the English-speaking world
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David Irving with his denying of the Holocaust was described as a “free speech martyr”.[29]
It also explains the diﬀerent reactions to the latest National Security Agencies revelations.
Living in a Benthamite panopticum might be safe and happy and, as the British tabloid
journalist Paul McMullan expressed it, “Privacy is for peados,”[30] but it signals equally the
end of the Kantian autonomous individual.

Conclusion
The discussion of free press in the English-speaking world is about the correct interpretation
of John Stuart Mill. In the recently published Free speech. A very short introduction, by Oxford
University Press, Mill ﬁgures prominently and his ideas are getting a whole chapter in it, while
Kant is never mentioned. Contrary to a recently published Eine Ideengeschichte der Freiheit,
where Mill is mentioned 23 times, compared to Kant’s 457.
The Kantian link between negative freedom as one’s use of reason in public to the idea of the
autonomous individual, which is always an end to itself and cannot be a just a means for a
utilitarian better society, allows German journalists and editors to have a self-regulation in
place where they underline this Kantian idea of “preservation of human dignity”. The ﬁrst
article of the German journalist code of ethics reads therefore: “Respect for the truth,
preservation of human dignity and accurate informing of the public are the overriding
principles of the press.”[31]
In the US, the Hutchins Commission concluded already in 1947 that “Freedom of the press for
the coming period can only continue as an accountable freedom. Its moral right will be
conditioned on its acceptance of this accountability. Its legal right will stand unaltered as its
moral duty is performed.”[32] However, instead of following the ﬁndings of the commission,
twenty years later freedom of expression was the winning argument for Larry Flint in the
legal battle for publications of pornography.
State security, however, seemed to be to a much wider extent an acceptable reason for
interfering with press freedom in Britain than in Germany. In 2007 the prosecutors dropped
all charges against 17 journalists in Germany for disclosing state secrets, while in England in
the same year David Keogh and Leo O’Connor were “jailed under the Oﬃcial Secret Act 1989
for leaking a secret memo detailing discussions between Tony Blair and George Bush in
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August 2004 about an alleged American proposal to bomb the Arabic television channel alJazeere.”[33]
The diﬀerences between the German- and the English-speaking will increase as freedom
versus security and privacy continue to be seen under either a Kantian or Millian view.
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